
Highway SUV Tyres 
 

EFFICIENTGRIP PERFORMANCE 

SUV 

Designed for luxury highway SUVs delivers 

further enhancements building from its 

recommended predecessor. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

QuietTred Technology 

Advanced noise dampening tread design 

lowers noise generation 

FlexContact Technology 

Reduces tyre vibrations, offering a more 

comfortable drive 

New Innovative Polymers 

Increased grip in wet road conditions 

Reinforced & Robust Construction 

For durability on every road for a fulfilling and invigorating drive 

 

 

WRANGLER TRIPLEMAX 

For enhanced durability and resistance against a 

variety of road hazards 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Customised Polymer Tread Compound 

Provides exceptional braking and grip in wet 

conditions 

Road Hazard Resistant 

For enhanced durability and resistance against a 

variety of road hazards 

 

 

 

 

 



 

OPTILIFE SUV 

Goodyear's OptiLife SUV is designed 

specifically to be longer lasting without 

compromising comfort and performance. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Enhanced tread block arrangement 

Delivers progressive road contact & helps 

minimise road noise for a quieter ride 

Optimised Cavity and matching 5 rib tread 

pattern design 

Enhances pressure distribution and road 

contact for improved braking performance and 

comfort 

Radial fine grooves and sipes design 

Improved handling and on road traction capability TredLife Technology Wider tread profile with a 

carbon base delivers longer lasting tread. 

 

FORTERA 

Developed to suit Australasia's varied road 

conditions, these 4WD tyres are fitted as original 

equipment to the Ford Territory 4WD. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

High Percentage Silica Compound 

Outstanding traction and shorter braking 

distances in wet conditions 

Spiral Overlay Construction 

Improves steering response and braking 

efficiency 

Traction-orientated tread design 

Impressive traction in sand and mud 

High Strength Body Plies 

Better resistance to punctures in off-road conditions 

 

 

 

 



 

EFFICIENTGRIP SUV 

Command the road and control the 

noise with Award Winning QuietTred 

Technology. Winner Choice Magazine 

best SUV tyre 2016. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

QuietTred Technology 

Captures less air and produces lower 

noise generation for a very quiet ride 

High Grip Design 

Improves cornering and reduces wet 

braking distances 

Responsive Tread & Carcass Design 

Provides a very responsive structure 

encouraging crisp handling Fuel 

Efficient Construction Silica blend 

compound reduces friction for lower fuel consumption 

 

INTEGRITY 

You'll enjoy exceptional handling on 

most driving surfaces, with 

outstanding performance in the wet, 

with the Goodyear Integrity. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

High Percentage Silica Compound 

Outstanding traction and shorter 

braking distances in wet conditions 

Spiral Overlay Construction 

Improves steering response and 

braking efficiency 

Specially Developed Cavity Shape 

Stronger cornering and highway 

speed stability 

Tuned for Australasian conditions 

Highly developed specification for our varied road conditions 

 

 



 

EAGLE F1 ASYMMETRIC 3 SUV 

A light, steady ultra high-performance tyre that 

delivers shorter braking distances in rainy or dry 

conditions. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Active Braking Technology 

Delivers shorter braking distances on dry & wet 

roads 

Grip Booster Technology 

Provides excellent grip for enhanced braking and 

handling 

Optimised construction technology 

Provides stable handling at higher speeds 

 

WRANGLER HP ALL WEATHER 

Looking for a pleasurable city drive? 

Featuring SmartTRED Weather Reactive 

Technology, these SUV tyres can adapt to 

varied climates. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Silica Compound 

Outstanding traction and shorter braking 

distances in wet conditions 

SmartTRED Weather Reactive Technology 

Adapts to road & weather conditions for 

traction and stability 

SilentBlock Design 

Delivers progressive road contact & helps 

minimise road noise for a quieter ride 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EAGLE LS2 

A quality performance tyre for SUVs for a 

smooth, quiet ride and all-weather handling. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Wide Circumferential Grooves 

Helps efficiently evacuate water from beneath the 

tread 

Superior Sidewall 

Premium sidewall styling offers a contemporary 

appearance 

Tread Block 

Ensures a smooth, quiet ride 

 

 

 

ASSURANCE CS FUELMAX 

Confident traction in changing weather 

conditions 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Fuel Saving Tread Compound 

Low intra-molecular friction resulting in a fuel 

saving tread compound 

Optimised construction 

Delivers your tyres with added protection 

against road hazards 

Even Tyre Pressure Distribution 

Reducing frictional energy at the tread surface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EAGLE F1 ASYMMETRIC 2 SUV 

The Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric 2 SUV tyre 

has been developed for advanced high-

performance crossover and sport utility vehicles. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Active Braking Technology 

Combining a 3 Dimensional Block Design and 

Advanced Racing Derived Compound increases 

the road contact under braking conditions, 

providing shorter stopping distances on wet and 

dry roads. 

Lower Tyre Weight 

Reduces the vehicle's unsprung mass the same 

way alloy rims do vs. steel rims, to enable the 

tyre to follow the road's surface contours more closely, improving steering precision and dry 

handling. 

Fuel Saving Technology 

Less material in the tyre and lower heat generation reduces rolling resistance, which can help to 

reduce fuel consumption and save you money.",,,,The Goodyear Eagle F1 Asymmetric 2 SUV tyre 

has been developed for advanced high-performance crossover and sport utility vehicles.,"The 

Eagle F1 Asymmetric 2 SUV's tread compound combines Goodyear race traction resins for dry 

grip, high surface silica for wet traction and high molecular weight polymers to optimise tread 

stiffness. ActiveBraking Technology 3-dimensional tread element designs increase surface contact 

with the road to reduce stopping distances during heavy braking, while its wide circumferential 

grooves disperse water from the tyre footprint. OE of choice for the Porsche Macan and Audi Q7. 

 

EAGLE F1 ASYMMETRIC SUV 

If you drive a high-end vehicle, you'll appreciate 

this performance car tyre from Goodyear. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Active Cornergrip Technology 

Result is high performance and enhanced 

control 

Racing Compound Technology 

Tread stiffness is optimised to provide better 

tracking & grip 

Asymmetric Tread Design 

Delivers superior control & comfort for a quiet 

and secure ride 



 

EAGLE RS-A 

A premium SUV tyre developed for manufacturers 

that delivers superb handling and traction. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Asymmetric Tread Design 

Helps provide enhanced traction, superb cornering 

and a quiet ride 

Shoulder Tread Blocks & Wide Lateral Grooves 

Offers the driver confident handling in all conditions 

 

 

 

WRANGLER HP 

The Wrangler HP has a number of innovative features 

that focus on aspects of noise, comfort and safety. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Symmetrical Tread Design 

Responsive handling in dry conditions 

Wide Circumferential & Lateral Tread Grooves 

Resist hydraplaning for all weather grip 

Twin Steel Belts 

Boost handling and high speed capability 



 

WRANGLER HT 

Distinctive multi-purpose tyre capable of 

handling varied terrain and applications. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

All-Season Traction 

Patented, all-season tread design helps provide 

year-round traction 

Wet Traction 

Circumferential channels help provide 

dependable wet traction 

Smooth Ride 

Solid centre rib offers a smooth ride, long life, 

and even treadwear 

WRANGLER SR/A 

Outstanding highway performance 

for heavy duty utes. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

Zigzag microgrooves 

Offer enhanced traction in rain, 

snow, and ice 

TredLock® microgrooves 

Provide biting edges for enhanced 

wet traction and lock together for 

confident grip in turns 

Wide circumferential grooves 

Help move water away from the 

tread for enhanced traction in rain 

Exclusive wet traction compound 

Helps provide traction on wet roads 

 

 


